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All pages on the AVTA website (except for Works) are organised alphabetically.
All Works entries are organised chronologically according to first known or first established performance.

Dissertations:

Comprises two theses by Clay Djubal.

• "Harry Clay and Clay's Vaudeville Company, 1865-1930: An Historical and Critical Survey." MA Thesis,
1998.
• "What Oh Tonight: The Methodology Factor and Pre-1930s Australian Variety Theatre" (with Special
Focus on the One Act Musical Comedy 1914-1920). Ph D Thesis, 2005.

Entrepreneurs:
This section consists of individuals who were involved in entrepreneurial
activities for all or at least a significant part of their career in the variety industry.
The AVTA acknowledges that the vast majority of variety entrepreneurs were also
involved in the industry in other capacities during their careers – notably as performers
– and hence the division between practitioner and entrepreneurs is very often fluid. Ted
Holland and Harry Clay, for example, are largely remembered today as entrepreneurs.
While both men were also recognised as such for the last two decades of their lives, their
first 20 or more years in the industry was spent as performers. The AVTA will tend
to categorise a person as an entrepreneur if their period of activity in this area of the
industry was sustained on a regular basis for at least a decade.

Ted Holland

The term "manager" was often applied to entrepreneurs during the period 1850-1930. The AVTA
distinguishes entrepreneur as someone who starts and operates a business either on their own or in a
partnership, and more particularly as someone who is prepared to take financial risk in the venture. A
manager on the other hand is considered to be an employee who oversees the operations (or particular aspects
of the operations) of a company or business.

Fads and Fashions:
Looks at the aspects of popular culture production which were influenced
by or which in turn influenced the Australian variety stage.
It is hoped that this section will provide much needed insight into social identity
constructions such as larrikins and flappers, while also looking at the variety stage as a
vehicle for promoting and disseminating the latest fads and technologies. These will
include, for example, the use of the variety stage to introduce sporting crazes (e.g.
netball); the latest dances (e.g. the "Cakewalk," "Apache," "Tango"); new clothing
trends; and new inventions (e.g. the phonograph and biograph) etc.
"The Vampire
Dance"

Another area of interest here is the relationship between variety performers and the
advertising of consumer products – both on and off-stage.
NB: See the Music page for new music trends like ragtime and jazz.

Film and Vaudeville:

Explores the relationship between the Australian film and variety theatre
industries up until ca. 1935.
Divided into four parts, the section comprises an introductory essay; research lists, and an alphabeticallyorganised selection of Australian-made films that were either founded on variety genre forms (e.g. Cinesound
Varieties, 1934) or which were adapted from variety productions.

Genres:
This section provides historical and critical insights into the theatrical genres and
forms of production which played a significant role in the production of variety theatre
between 1950 and 1930.
The major genres to be analysed are: burlesque, minstrelsy, pantomime, revusical, revue, vaudeville.
Other styles of performance include: comedietta, costume comedy, follies, minstrel farce, musical comedies,

Glossary:

A selection of terms commonly used within the variety industry, accompanied by brief
descriptions.

Industry:
Entries included within this section relate to organisations/institutions, commercial
enterprises and individuals associated with the variety industry but which did not engage with
the actual creation or production of entertainment. The entries are divided into two categories
- people and miscellaneous (social organisations, associations/unions, agencies, media,
associated businesses, amusements etc)
Individuals include advance reps, front of house or tour managers, journalists, solicitors and investors.
Organisations and institutions include unions like the Australian Variety Artists Federation and magazines/
newspapers such as The Theatre, Australian Variety and The Green Room. This section also has entries
devoted to Ye Olde English Fayres and Mechanics' Institutes.

Industry - Transoceanic Circuits: This page is devoted to the international variety firms and
circuits which became popular with Australian and New Zealand performers.
Circuits will include, but not be restricted to, those operating in Asia (formerly referred to as "The Far East,"
and comprising such countries as India, Indonesia, Singapore, Japan, Hong Kong, China and the Philippines),
as well as South Africa, the United States of America, Canada and the United Kingdom.

International Tourists: The objective here is to provide brief insights and/or historical data
relevant to significant and influential oversees practitioners whose association with Australia
(and New Zealand) was brief.
Due to the nature of international travel during the period in question these tours may have lasted from
several months up to a year. In some instances the artists or acts may have also visited Australia several times
during the course of their careers. The main criteria for inclusion in this section is that the individuals or acts
came to the region as tourists and did not reside here or become actively involved in the variety industry.

Literature Reviews : * This section (planned for publication in 2017) will evaluate the range
of works that have been published to date. These include books (historiographies,
biographies, and autobiographies), academic essays, journal articles, reference volumes and
websites. Any new works will also be reviewed as they are published.
The AVTA's objective here is to provide a comprehensive overview of publications that have focused on
Australian variety theatre between 1850 and 1930 and assess their findings in relation to the evidence being
collated through the AVTA. It is hoped that this will give researchers, whether they be students, academics or
the general public, a clearer understanding of which secondary sources are now out of date, or which contain
errors and/or omissions which continue to construct an inaccurate history of the field of study.

Mixed Bag: Monograph Series:
Mixed Bag is monograph series which publishes essays
focusing on aspects of early Australian variety theatre and popular culture.
While Mixed Bag is not peer-reviewed, all accepted essays will be checked
for validity of claims and undergo an editing process prior to publication.
Essays should be between 4,000 to 6,000 words.
While submissions are required to be written in a scholarly style in terms of
the referencing of sources, and the use of formal expression is recommended, the essays or articles are not
required to be written in overtly academic style. See the Mixed Bag page for guidelines.

Music: * Music was an integral part of variety entertainment, and the purpose of this section is to
examine its role, significance and influence on both the creative and production processes.
Among the entries here will be insights into the types of music that
were favoured, including sentimental ballads, jazz and ragtime. The
role of musicians (individuals, pit bands, ensembles and orchestras
etc) and music-based acts will also be examined.
For details pertaining to individual composers, music directors etc see
their entries in the Practitioners and Practitioners – Other pages.
This section is planned for late 2017.
Fullers' National Theatre
Orchestra

Music Directors and Composers [Industry]: The careers of the individuals presented in this
section were mostly associated with the Australian variety industry.
In some instances the variety industry association may have been undertaken for only a part of the
person's career, but is nevertheless considered significant in terms of impact, influence or individual
development.
Music Directors and Composers [Other]: The individuals presented in this section
established careers as music directors, composers, conductors and/or arrangers primarily
within the field of "serious" (i.e. classical) music.
Most of the people include in this section were at some stage associated with the variety industry,
however, writing or directing the music for popular culture musical entertainments such as
pantomime, burlesque, musical comedies etc.
Orchestras and Bands: This section provides information relating to established music
ensembles, including orchestras, pit bands and jazz bands, that provided accompaniment to
various forms of variety theatre production – notably vaudeville, burlesques, revues,
revusicals.
Organisations and Partnerships:
This section comprises businesses that were directly
involved in the production of variety entertainment and which operated on a more formal
basis – e.g. as limited companies, established businesses or publicly identified partnerships.
Entries within this section include organisations such as Harry Rickards' Tivoli Theatres Ltd, Harry Clay's
Bridge Theatre Ltd, Holland and St John, and Sadler and Kearns It is not a requirement that these
organisations were officially registered as a company, however, as many operations during the mid to late
19th century never undertook those steps. In these instances an organisation will be included if it operated in a
similar fashion. The early entrepreneurial careers of Ted Holland and Harry Clay are again examples here,
with both men setting up a base of operations and establishing a recognisable business in the minds of both
the industry and community.

Practitioners:
The term practitioner is used to identify those individuals or acts that were
directly involved in the creation and/or production of variety entertainment.
The range of career activities that comprises a "practitioner" includes: performers (or "acts"), stage managers,
writers, musicians, composers, songwriters, choreographers, and music directors etc.
NB: Scenic artists are given their own section (see below)

Practitioners - Other:
The entries linked to this index comprise individuals whose careers are
more associated with "legitimate" theatrical pursuits - notably composers, dramatists,
"serious" actors, and in some instances entrepreneurs. This section also includes circus
performers who briefly played the vaudeville stage.
Most of these people are known to have had a minor (or even fleeting) association with variety theatre
during their careers. The careers of a small number of individuals in the listing have not yet been linked to
variety, but are considered to have possibly been associated with it at some stage. It is hoped that further
research may discover a relationship (or not).

Repositories and Links: Comprises basic details and links to variety theatre-related collections
in Australian or international libraries, Australian government archives and research
websites.
Examples here are the Nat Phillips Collection (Fryer Library, University of Queensland), the Hood
Collection (Mitchell Library), the American Minstrel Show Collection (Houghton Library, USA) and Dr
Graeme Skinner's Australharmony resource (University of Sydney).

Radio and Variety:
This section provides insight into the relationship between radio and
variety theatre in Australia between the early 1920s and late-1930s.
With a focus on individual radio programmes and series, including works written especially for the medium,
the time period to be covered ranges from before broadcasting officially began in 1924 through until the late1930s.

Research Lists:

NB: This section has been deleted as of 3 June 2017 and the contents distributed elsewhere
within the website.

Revusical Ballets & Chorus:
The ballet, also often referred to as chorus, was an integral
part of the Australian revusical (one act musical comedy), and this section provides insights
into some of the leading ensembles operating between the mid-1910s and 1930s.
Although considered one of the key elements of to have been adapted from American burlesque during the
revusical's developmental years (1914-1916), the ballet/chorus has tended to be relegated to minor status by
reviewers, critics and historians. It was nevertheless vital to the genre's popularity with Australian audiences.

Scenic Artists:
Entries in this section comprise scenic artists and designers associated with
vaudeville, pantomimes, burlesques and musical comedies
Stage Characters: This section identifies the alter egos, stage personas and characters played by
variety performers.
Well-known variety stage characters include Stiffy and
Mo (Nat Phillips and Roy Rene), Dinks and Oncus
(George Wallace and Jack Paterson), Chic and Bert (Pat
Hanna and Bert Gilbert) and Chic and Joe (Pat Hanna
and Joe Valli).

Stiffy and Mo

Texts [Published and Unpublished]:
A selection of scripts, poems, song lyrics etc held in
archives and library collections or which were published in newspapers
and industry magazines.
This section will over time hopefully begin to provide some insight into the
relationship between the creativity and interests of variety practitioners and the pre1930s Australian popular culture audience.
A number of works uploaded into this section are held in collections preserved by
Australian and international libraries or in government archives. Details about these
collections can be found in the Repositories page.
"What Oh Tonight" (1916) by Nat Phillips
Fryer Library, The University of Queensland

Theatres/Venues:
This section is an attempt to provide insights into the history of the venues
used for variety theatre between 1850 and 1930. This section is divided into the various
Australian states.
A particular focus will be the chart the rapid rise in development of new theatres from around 1910.

Troupes:
The mainstay of variety from the arrival of the first US minstrel performers in
Australia during the 1850s, this section will attempt to identify and provide biographies on
both Australian troupes and any international troupes which toured the country for an
extensive period of time, which returned here more than once or which played a significant
role in the development of the local industry.
More commonly referred to as "companies," the term troupe
is applied here to more easily separate it from business
companies. An example of a foreign troupe which has been
incorporated into the AVTA is Emerson's Minstrels, led by
Billy Emerson. Other famous companies were Nat Phillips
Tabloid Musical Comedy Co (aka Nat Phillips Stiffy and Mo
Co), the George Wallace Revue Co, and Jim Gerald's
Miniature Musical Comedy Co (aka Jim Gerald Revue Co).

Town Topics Co. (1920)

Note: Many of the troupes which toured Australia between 1915 and the early 1930s used the term "Revue
Company." In the intervening years most historians believed this meant that comedians such as Stiffy and
Mo, George Wallace and Jim Gerald had been presenting the type of "revue" that was popular in Australia
during the 1950s and 1960s – that is, a selection of unrelated songs, sketches and dances etc presented under
an umbrella theme. Research evidence now clearly demonstrates that the vast majority (if not all) Australian
variety companies (except for the Tivoli organisation) were staging revusicals – one act musical comedies.
See "Revusicals" in the Genre page for further details.

Digger Field Theatres & Concert Parties (WWI):
section comprises four types:

This

1. ANZAC Concert Parties: Soldier troupes serving in the field
2. ANZAC Civilian Entertainment Companies: Troupes
organised for propaganda/enlistment and fund-raising purposes.
3. Amateur ANZAC Companies: One-off or temporary
companies (e.g. hospital entertainments)
4. Post-WWI Digger Troupes: Professional variety industrybased companies with ex-soldiers
Mademoiselle Mimi Diggers (1920)

Children's Troupes: Comprises variety, comic opera,
pantomime and revue companies organised specifically
around juvenile performers

Works: A chronological listing of Australian-written music theatre works, currently* comprising
burlesque, pantomime, revusicals, musical comedy, musical scenas and extravaganzas staged
both in Australia and overseas between ca. 1830 and 1935. Each year is given its own separate
PDF document.

Babes in the Woods (1914)

Mother Goose (1914)

The easiest way to locate a work is to look in the Works: Index and identify the year. Depending on how
much information has been found, each entry can comprise details such as: authors (text and music), an
abstract and/or synopsis of scenes, historical notes, production and cast details, and a listing of reference
sources and/or reviews.
Each entry is entered according to its first known performance date (in order of year, month and day). All
subsequent revivals are then listed below the premiere/first known performance chronologically. If further
research uncovers an earlier date or year the work will be repositioned. When a year has been moved
forward this will also be changed in the Works Index.
* Originally published as Appendix C in "What Oh Tonight': The Methodology Factor and Pre-1930s
Australian Variety Theatre" (2005), the chronology was primarily interested in narrative-driven music theatre
and hence comprised little in the way of revue. The difficulties in establishing the authorship of various
sketches (and hence the country of origin) was also considered well beyond the scope of the Ph D research.
Over time it is hoped that this issue will be addressed by the AVTA Works section, with more Australianwritten revue and follies productions being included.

Works - Legitimate: Operas, operettas, plays with music and other Australian-written
"legitimate" music theatre works.
Most of the works included in this section were written
either by playwrights and/or composer who were
briefly linked to the Australian variety industry during their
careers, or fall just outside the parameters of "variety"
theatre or musical comedy. In some instances these latter
works, particularly those staged prior to the 1870s, may
have been produced for the general public but are
inconsistent with our contemporary understanding of
popular culture production.

World War I:

This page comprises a selection of research
lists and secondary source materials relating to popular
culture entertainment during the World War I era –
both at war and at home.
The resources include WWI-related jokes, sketch material,
patter, songs, poetry and miscellaneous stage craft published in
magazines and newspapers between 1914 and 1923, podcasts
and theses.

Source: National Library of Australia

Yakkas:
A collection of published essays, articles and blogs by Dr Clay Djubal. Not all the
works focus on Australian variety industry and Australian culture between 1850 and 1930.
Some papers have also been revised and republished in the Mixed Bag monograph series.
The essays included to date are drawn from journals, books or online resources such as Australasian Drama
Studies, the Journal of Australian Studies, Critical Nation: Australian Cinema and Cultural Studies Reader,
Music-Culture Online, Island, and AustLit: The Resource for Australian Literature.
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